Comparison of Blood Collection Tubes from Three Different Manufacturers for the Collection of Cell-Free DNA for Liquid Biopsy Mutation Testing.
The improvement in sensitive techniques has allowed the detection of tumor-specific aberrations in circulating tumor (ct) DNA. Amplification-refractory mutation system PCR has been used for the analysis of ctDNA to detect resistance-causing mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor gene (eg, EGFR T790M) in lung cancer patients. So far, Streck tubes have been widely used as standard blood collection tubes. Here, we compared blood collection tubes manufactured by Streck with tubes from Roche and Qiagen regarding their utility in stabilizing ctDNA in plasma samples. Venous blood from healthy donors was collected in tubes from Streck, Roche, and Qiagen. Samples were spiked with artificially fragmented EGFR T790M-mutated DNA and stored for different periods of time or spiked with different DNA amounts before plasma preparation. Extracted ctDNA was analyzed by amplification-refractory mutation system PCR. Mutant DNA, spiked into blood samples from healthy donors at quantities of 1 or 3 ng, was still reliably detectable in all samples after 7 days. EGFR T790M could be detected when spiking was performed with an amount of artificial ctDNA of 0.5 ng when tubes from Roche and Qiagen were used. Blood collection tubes from Roche and Qiagen are highly suitable for ctDNA stabilization and subsequent liquid biopsy testing. Even low ctDNA concentrations allow the detection of somatic mutations.